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Abstract

The aim of this thesis is the characterization of interstellar minor bodies visiting the Solar 
System. Originating from protoplanetary disks around other stars, these objects undergo 
ejection into interstellar space due to planetary perturbations. When these samples of alien 
primordial matter pass through the Solar System, we may study them from very small 
distances with the well-known techniques of solar system science. That gives us unique 
direct insight into remote planetary systems. Though their visits have been expected for 
decades, they were started to be discovered only recently: the first one, 1I/‘Oumuamua in 
2017 and the second, 2I/Borisov in 2019.

This dissertation is a cycle of three publications focused on the photometric and spec
troscopic characterization of these two objects: 1) the photometric study of 1I/‘Oumuamua, 
2) the report on initial imaging observations of 2I/Borisov taken immediately after its 
discovery, and 3) the spectroscopic study of 2I/Borisov, that led to the discovery of gaseous 
nickel in its coma.

The first publication presents photometric observations of 1I/‘Oumuamua taken with 
the 8-m Gemini North telescope a few days after the discovery. Over two subsequent 
nights, we obtained more than 400 images with a total integration time of 3.58 hrs. The 
stacked image of 1I/‘Oumuamua is the deepest ever taken and shows a completely stellar 
appearance. We then used the individual images to construct a precise lightcurve spanning 
over 8 hrs. The rotational lightcurve exhibited an enormous amplitude of 2.6 mag, larger 
than ever observed for any minor body native to the Solar System. Our result is consistent 
with a strongly elongated body, having an axis ratio of at least 5. The lightcurve indicated 
a rotation period of 7.56 hrs, however, minor inconsistencies between the cycles of rotation 
allowed us to discover that the body is tumbling, i.e. it is in a non-principal axis rotation 
state.

The second publication presents the earliest characterization of the second interstellar 
minor body, 2I/Borisov. Rapid reaction to this object was possible thanks to the dedicated
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ABSTRACT

program which we developed after 1I/‘Oumuamua. The program checks public databases 
containing astrometric measurements of newly discovered minor bodies in search of 
potential interstellar visitors and informs us if it detects a promising candidate. Our 
observations of 2I/Borisov using the 4-m William Herschel Telescope and the 8-m Gemini
North telescope revealed that the second interstellar interloper is a familiar-looking comet

with a nucleus radius of ~ 1 km, and morphology, color, and dust properties typical to solar
system comets.

In the third publication, we analyzed the UV part of the spectrum of 2I/Borisov, ob
tained with the X-Shooter spectrograph on the 8-m ESO/VLT telescope. The observations 
spanned three nights with an effective integration time of 3.84 hrs. The spectrum revealed 
emission lines of gaseous atomic nickel which has not been reported in any cold astro
physical environment before. The discovery was completely unexpected, since the comet 
was 2.32 astronomical units from the Sun at that time, with the temperature of its coma 
below 180 K and far below the melting point of nickel. We estimated the production rate 
of 0.9± 0.3× 1022 atoms per second. We also analyzed the spatial profile of the detected 
lines and found out that nickel atoms originate from the parent molecule with a lifetime of 
340+ 220600 seconds at 1  astronomical unit. All of the typical cometary emissions (i.e. CN, 
C2 , C3, NH, NH2 , and OH) were also present in the spectrum, confirming the complete 
similarity of 2I/Borisov to solar system comets.
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1. Introduction

The Solar System contains comets and asteroids, collectively known as minor bodies. They 
consist of primitive material that was left after the formation of planets. Until recently, 
all known minor bodies were considered native to the Solar System but visitors from 
other planetary systems were also hypothesised for a long time. The first interstellar 
object, 1I/‘Oumuamua, was discovered in 2017, followed by the detection of 2I/Borisov in 
2019. These objects carry the matter that formed in other planetary systems and provide 
invaluable information about their birthplaces.

1.1 Solar system minor bodies
Comets have thrilled humans for millennia. Thanks to their sudden appearances and often 
spectacular look, they inspired both fear and fascination. Despite their ability to dominate 
the night sky, comets are actually small icy bodies known as cometary nuclei, composed 
mainly of water, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide mixed with dust. They are usually 
between hundreds of meters and a few dozen kilometers in size. When warmed by the 
Sun, they release gas and dust, forming a vast atmosphere called a coma, which can further 
interact with solar wind and radiation to create the iconic cometary tail.

On the other hand, asteroids are rocky objects that began to be discovered in the early 
19th century. Their sizes range from a few meters to hundreds of kilometers. Unlike
comets, these objects appeared completely stellar for many decades, when observed from 
the Earth, lacking any signs of gas or dust emissions.

Both comets and asteroids are remnants of the protoplanetary nebula from which our 
Solar System formed. Comets are believed to originate further away from the Sun, resulting 
in a higher content of volatiles, while rocky asteroids formed closer and do not contain 
significant amounts of ice. Many comets were scattered to the Oort Cloud, a spherical 
structure in the outer regions of the Solar System, while most asteroids remained in the 
asteroid belt located between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter.

This simplified distinction between comets and asteroids has been recently challenged
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

with the discovery of new populations of minor bodies, such as active asteroids (Jewitt, 
2012), main belt comets (Hsieh & Jewitt, 2006), or barely active objects coming from Oort 
Cloud (Meech et al., 2016).

1.2 Decades of expectations
Models of the early Solar System suggest that most minor bodies remaining after the 
formation of planets were ejected into interstellar space due to planetary perturbations 
(Dones et al., 2004). Considering the prevalence of planetary systems throughout the 
Galaxy, it can be inferred that the entire Galaxy is likely filled with remnants from the 
formation of planetary systems - minor bodies traversing interstellar space, with occasional 
visits to the inner Solar System. These expectations have been postulated for several 
decades (Sekanina, 1976; McGlynn & Chapman, 1989; Cook et al., 2016). The prospect of 
directly detecting interstellar visitors gained momentum with the advancement of all-sky 
surveys, and on October 19, 2017, the first such object, 1I/‘Oumuamua, was discovered 
(Meech et al., 2017).

1.3 1I/‘Oumuamua
1I/‘Oumuamua was first spotted by the PAN-STARRS survey a few weeks after its peri
helion passage and during its closest approach to Earth (at the time of discovery, it was 
approximately 0.22 AU from Earth). Already early observations showed its extrasolar 
origin as its orbit displayed the eccentricity of 1.20 equivalent to hyperbolic excess velocity 
(the velocity relative to the Solar System when it was effectively at an infinite distance) of 
about 26 km/s.

Despite favorable geometric conditions, its brightness had never exceeded 19 mag, 
thus the study on this object was strictly limited to the largest telescopes. Although
1I/‘Oumuamua appeared asteroidal, it was initially classified as a comet due to the prevail
ing notion that most interstellar minor bodies should be comets (e.g. Cook et al., 2016). 
This expectation stems from the fact that comets are formed further away from their 
home stars compared to asteroids, making their orbits less gravitationally bound and more 
susceptible to ejection into interstellar space.

The object quickly receded from both Earth and the Sun, rapidly fading, which limited 
the time available for its study. Initial deep images confirmed its completely stellar 
appearance and asteroidal nature (Drahus et al., 2018; Meech et al., 2017). The rotational 
lightcurve of 1I/‘Oumuamua exhibited an enormous amplitude of 2.6 mag (Drahus et al.,
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2018), the largest ever observed among minor bodies in the Solar System, indicating a 
highly irregular shape. Though the elongation ratios as large as 10:1 were postulated 
(Meech et al., 2017), the detailed lightcurve modeling indicates that the actual axis ratio 
needed to account for such large brightness variations may be as low as 5 (Drahus et al., 
2018), with an effective radius of approximately 75 m. The reported rotational periods of 
the object seemed to be slightly inconsistent, varying between 7 and 8 hours, probably 
because of non-principal axis rotation of the object (Drahus et al., 2018; Fraser et al., 2018; 
Belton et al., 2018). Spectra taken during that time revealed a featureless profile with a 
moderately reddish slope, consistent with icy solar system minor bodies (Fitzsimmons 
et al., 2018).

Exceptional extrasolar origin of the object sparked the debate about the location of its 
birth. At first, it was noted that the motion of the object (i.e. both its direction and velocity) 
was nearly the same as that of the local standard rest (Mamajek, 2017) and did not fit the
motion of any nearby star. Further, a much deeper search for its home planetary system

(e.g. Dybczynski & Królikowska, 2018; Bailer-Jones et al., 2018) also failed to point it
with certainty.

The peculiarities of the object combined with its extrasolar origin have given rise to 
speculations about its artificial origin which led to the search for radio emissions (Harp 
e ta l ., 2019) w ith thew orld 'sp rem ieresing led ish rad io telescope-110-m G reenB ank
Telescope. No signal was detected, however.

The most unexpected discovery regarding 1I/‘Oumuamua was reported a few months
later. Archival astrometric data analysis revealed that the object deviated slightly from
its gravitational path, apparently under the influence of unknown non-gravitational forces
(M ichelie ta l., 2018). S uchfo rcesarepresen tin thecaseo fso larsystem m inorbod ies,
but they are observed only in active comets. However, no trace of cometary activity from
1I/‘Oumuamua has ever been detected. Despite this, the team that made the discovery
favored sublimation as the most plausible source of the drag experienced by the object. To 
remain undetectable, the material released from the surface of 1I/‘Oumuamua would need
to consist of exceptionally large particles. This hypothesis has later been challenged by 
the considerations of rotational stability of the object (Guzik & Drahus, 2018; Rafikov,
2018). The non-gravitational forces were also consistent with the solar radiation pressure

but that would require an exotic structure of the object (Moro-Martin, 2019) or even its 
artificial origin (Bialy & Loeb, 2018) . New hypotheses trying to explain the oddities
of 1I/‘Oumuamua are constantly being developed (see e.g. Seligman & Laughlin, 2020;
Jackson & Desch, 2021; Bergner & Seligman, 2023), but it is unlikely that any of them
will ever be proven.
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The only way to verify the mysterious nature of 1I/‘Oumuamua would be through a 
space mission to this enigmatic object and indeed, such a mission has been proposed (Hein 
et al., 2019) with further modifications added later (Hibberd et al., 2020; Hibberd & Hein, 
2021; Hibberd et al., 2022), though it will not be feasible with the current technology. On 
the other hand, another mission inspired by the visit of 1I/‘Oumuamua, called "Comet 
Interceptor" (Jones & Snodgrass, 2019) has been selected by ESA and is being developed 
for launch in 2029 and is designed to approach either a pristine comet coming from the 
Oort cloud or another interstellar minor body if such an object with favorable trajectory is 
found.

1.4 2I/Borisov
Less than two years after the discovery of 1I/‘Oumuamua, on August 30, 2019, the second 
interstellar visitor to the Solar System was identified. Contrary to expectations, this object, 
named 2I/Borisov, was surprisingly bright and was first spotted by an amateur astronomer 
named Gennadiy Borisov. It had gone unnoticed by automated all-sky surveys primarily 
due to its small solar elongation, which persisted for a significant period leading up to its 
discovery. The object's brightness was even more remarkable considering it was still well 
before perihelion, and it was expected to reach a magnitude of 15.

Initial observations of 2I/Borisov revealed a comet with a familiar appearance, display
ing typical colors and morphology (Guzik et al., 2020). The radius of the cometary nucleus 
was initially estimated to be about 1 km, but later the observations made with Hubble 
Space Telescope refined this value to be between 0.2 km and 0.5 km (Jewitt et al., 2020a).

As observing conditions improved over time, the comet received extensive attention 
in the following months. Spectroscopic observations showed well-known emissions that 
indicated that the chemical composition of 2I/Borisov matches that of solar system comets. 
The first molecule detected was CN (Fitzsimmons et al., 2019; Kareta et al., 2020; de León 
et al., 2020), followed by C2 (Lin et al., 2020), OI (McKay et al., 2020), NH2 (Bannister 
et al., 2020), OH (Xing et al., 2020) and CO (Cordiner et al., 2020; Bodewits et al., 2020). 
Even the amount of the unexpected vapors of nickel found in its coma (Guzik & Drahus, 
2021) turned out consistent with the simultaneously discovered metal vapors in comae of 
comets native to Solar System (Manfroid et al., 2021).

Following the discovery, the comet brightened according to expectations and its bright
ness reached 15 mag at the end of 2019, shortly after the perihelion passage. Then it 
started to fade, but at the beginning of March 2020, it experienced multiple outbursts which 
increased its brightness by about 0.7 mag (Drahus et al., 2020). Later, the observations
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made with Hubble Space Telescope showed that the outburst was associated with the 
splitting of the comet's nucleus (Jewitt et al., 2020b).

Despite the fact that precise astrometry for 2I/Borisov covers a period longer than 
a year, including pre-discovery detection (Ye et al., 2020) when it was still more than
7 astronomical units from the Sun, its home planetary system cannot be established

(Dybczyński et al., 2019; Bailer-Jones et al., 2020).
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2. Motivation

Minor bodies are known to be the remnants of planetary formation. They are time capsules 
that preserve the primordial matter that once formed planets. Until very recently all of the 
known minor bodies were native to the Solar System, allowing us to study the distant past 
of our home.

Now, with the discovery of 1I/‘Oumuamua followed by 2I/Borisov, a new era of 
planetary science has begun. Each interstellar interloper is in fact a sample of extra-solar 
matter, representing primordial matter that was left after the formation of an alien planetary 
system. Thus, while studying interstellar minor bodies traversing the Solar System, we 
study other planetary systems from up close without the need for interstellar travel. We can 
inspect their physical properties as well as their chemical composition with well-established 
methods and techniques used to study our native comets and asteroids.

The main objective of my research conducted while preparing the doctoral dissertation 
is to understand these new objects in the Solar System that have never been observed 
before. What are they and what do they look like? What are they made of? How similar 
are they to "our" comets and asteroids, and how do they differ from each other? Do the 
places they come from resemble our Solar System? Such questions arise from our innate 
curiosity about the world when something entirely new appears in our surroundings. In 
order to find answers to these questions, I strive to determine the basic characteristics of 
these distant visitors: their shape, size, color, density, chemical composition, and how they 
evolve under the influence of the energy they receive from the Sun. These studies are of 
fundamental importance for gaining a better understanding of extrasolar planetary systems 
and, consequently, our own Solar System in the broader context of our galaxy.
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3. The future prospects

With the exciting advancements in all-sky surveys, particularly the start of operation of 
Vera C. Rubin Observatory in 2024, the imminent detection of next interstellar visitors 
seems to be inevitable. Indeed, the first estimates after the discovery of 1I/‘Oumuamua 
indicated, that up to 10 000 such objects are present all the time within the orbit of Neptune 
(Jewitt et al., 2017) and they are not observed only because they do not reflect enough 
light to be within the range of the surveys at that time. The statistics inferred from the 
discovery led to suggestions that with the present surveys a new interstellar object should 
be discovered every few years (Jewitt et al., 2017; Do et al., 2018). Given that Vera C. 
Rubin observatory will reach roughly 10 times deeper then PAN-STARRS survey that was 
used to discover 1I/‘Oumuamua, one may expect that up to a few interstellar interlopers
will be discovered every year after the start of its operation. The most up-to-date statistical

study (Flekk0y & Toussaint, 2023) argues that the discovery rate will not be that high,
however it still indicates that with 66% probability the next ‘Oumuamua-like object will 
be detected by Vera C. Rubin Observatory within a year and a half of its launch.
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nature L e t t e r s
astronomy https://doi.org/10.1038/s41550-018-0440-1

Tumbling motion of 1I/‘Oumuamua and its
implications for the body's distant past
Michał Drahus 1*, Piotr Guzik 1*, Wacław Waniak 1, Barbara Handzlik 1, Sebastian Kurowski© 1 
and Siyi Xu 2

Models of the Solar System's evolution show that almost all the 
primitive material leftover from the formation of the planets 
was ejected to the interstellar space as a result of dynamical 
instabilities1. Accordingly, minor bodies should also be ejected 
from other planetary systems and should be abundant in the 
interstellar space2, giving hope for their direct detection and 
detailed characterization as they penetrate through the Solar 
System3,4. These expectations materialized on 19 October 2017  
u t  with the Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response 
System's discovery of 1 I/ ‘Oumuamua5. Here, we report homo
geneous photometric observations of this body from Gemini 
North, which densely cover a total of 8 .06  h over two nights. A  
combined ultra-deep image of 1 I / ‘Oumuamua shows no signs 
of cometary activity, confirming the results from other, less 
sensitive searches6-9. Our data also show an enormous range 
of rotational brightness variations of 2.6 ± 0.2 mag, larger 
than ever observed in the population of small Solar System 
objects, suggesting a very elongated shape of the body. Most 
significantly, the light curve does not repeat exactly from one 
rotation cycle to another and its double-peaked periodicity of 
7 .56± 0.01h from our data is inconsistent with earlier deter- 
minations6, 10-12. These are clear signs of a tumbling motion, a 
remarkable characteristic of 1 I/‘Oumuamua's rotation that is 
consistent with a collision in the distant past. Bearing marks 
of a violent history, this first-known interstellar visitor tells us 
that collisional evolution of minor body populations in other 
planetary systems might be common.

1I/‘Oumuamua entered the Solar System from the direction of 
the solar apex with a large hyperbolic excess speed of 26 km s- 1, then 
reached perihelion at 0.26 au from the Sun on 9 September 2017 
u t ,  approached the Earth to 0.16 au on 16 October 2017 u t  and is
currently on its way back to the interstellar space. Previous stud
ies have not detected any signs of cometary activity6-9 and reported 
an average V-band absolute magnitude of 22.4 to 22.95 (refs 6,7,9). 
Such an intrinsically faint object could be discovered only thanks to 
the close Earth flyby in October 2017, which created a tremendous 
opportunity for the first detailed characterization of a minor body 
of exosolar origin. We were awarded director's discretionary time on 
the 8.1 m Gemini North telescope (programme GN-2017B-DD-7) 
to characterize this unique object photometrically using the Gemini 
Multi-Object Spectrograph (GMOS-N). O n 27 and 28 October 
2017 uτ, we obtained a total of 431 r ,-band13 images suitable for 
accurate time-resolved photometry, having an effective integration 
time of 3.58 h and spanning a total of 8.06 h (see Methods). The 
images, among other reduction and calibration steps, were cleaned 
of background stars and galaxies interfering with 1I/‘Oumuamua,

which resulted in an uncontaminated representation of the target on 
a very clean and uniform background (see Methods). Photometric 
measurements were made in the standard way (see Methods) and 
were geometrically corrected (brightness and time) to the standard 
epoch of the observations, 28 October 2017 at 00:00 uτ.

In Fig. 1, we show a mean combined image of 1I/‘Oumuamua. 
No signs of cometary activity can be seen, consistent with ear
lier reports6-9; however, the sensitivity of our image is a factor of 
two to ten higher than those achieved by the previous searches. 
The median flux corresponds to an apparent r ,-band magnitude 
of 22.45 and an absolute magnitude of 22.1 (see Methods), the 
absolute magnitude being broadly consistent with those reported 
before6,7,9. More interestingly, the range of brightness variations 
is enormous—a factor of 11 ±  2, or 2.6 ±  0.2 mag (see Methods), 
and possibly more—which exceeds even the largest rotational 
variations observed in the population of Solar System asteroids. 
The photometric time series of 1I/‘Oumuamua was scrutinized 
for periodicity using the classical phase dispersion minimization 
(PDM) algorithm14 with implemented inverse-variance weighting 
of the data points15 (see Methods). We found the best periodicity 
solution for a frequency of 0.13230 ±  0.00014 h- 1, or a 7.56 ±  0.01 h 
period (Fig. 2a), implying a double-peaked phased light curve 
(Fig. 2b)  most easily explained by shape-dominated brightness 
variations. Although not as good, a corresponding single-peaked 
phasing, consistent with albedo-dominated brightness variations, 
is also clearly indicated by the periodograms at approximately 
twice the double-peaked frequency, 0.26584 ±  0.00011 h- 1, or 
half the double-peaked period, 3.762 ±  0.002 h (Supplementary 
Fig. 1). O ther periodicities offer implausible data phasings and 
can be safely excluded (Supplementary Figs. 2-8). The reported 
temporal colour variations11,16,17 of 1I/‘Oumuamua could, in prin
ciple, provide additional constraints on the light curve periodicity. 
Unfortunately, the available colour information is too incomplete 
to be useful in this regard and thus is indifferent to the two above 
periodicity solutions. We proceed assuming shape-dominated 
brightness variations and, consequently, adopt the double-peaked 
periodicity as 1I/‘Oumuamua's synodic rotation period. In terms 
of the rotation period, our target compares well to the population 
of Solar System asteroids. However, the period appears remark
ably long if we restrict our comparison to the objects smaller than 
200 m in diameter—a category that 1I/‘Oumuamua probably falls 
into (see next paragraph)—dominated by rapidly rotating mono
liths with non-negligible tensile strength18. In Fig. 3, we show the 
range of rotational variation and rotation period of 1I/‘Oumuamua 
in the context of 16,213 Solar System asteroids with reliably mea
sured light curves19.

1Astronomical Observatory, Jagiellonian University, Kraków, Poland. 2Gemini Observatory, Hilo, HI, USA. These authors contributed equally: M . Drahus
and P. Guzik. *e-mail: drahus@oa.uj.edu.pl; piotr.guzik@doctoral.uj.edu.pl
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Fig. 1 | Deep stack of the r ' -band imaging time series of 1 I ∕,Oumuamua.
The negative images of the target to the left and right of the positive image 
were produced using our background subtraction algorithm and do not
affect the photometry. The presented region is 1.0× 1.0arcmin. North is to 
the top and east is to the left. Despite having a very high surface brightness 
sensitivity of 28.2 magarcsec-2 measured in a 1 arcsec2 region, the image 
does not show any signs of cometary activity.

Using Hapke's reflectance model* 20, we found from our data the 
spin-axis orientation to be within 25° from perpendicular to the 
line of sight, the long-to-short axis ratio to be >4.9 (see Fig. 4) and, 
assuming the rotation axis strictly perpendicular to the line of sight,
we determined the volume-equivalent radius to be in the range
75-79 m (see Methods). Note that the axis ratio, though certainly 
very large, can still be much smaller than the measured range of 
brightness variations, in contrast with several previous reports6,7,11 
(see Methods). The very large elongation, together with the mea
sured moderate rotation rate, require a density of >1,100 kg m - 3 to 
prevent the body from falling apart (see Methods). This limit is cal
culated under the assumption that the tensile strength is negligible, 
which may or may not be true for 1I/‘Oumuamua. Nonetheless, our 
estimate shows that the body may be strengthless and still have a 
density within the ranges of typical Solar System asteroids21 * *, again 
in contrast with most of the previous revelations6,7,11 (see Methods).

While the light curve of 1I/‘Oumuamua is clearly periodic, it 
does not repeat exactly from one rotation cycle to another. As we 
cannot explain this behaviour by instrumental effects, we conclude 
that it is a real feature of the light curve, intrinsic to the object. 
Furthermore, the light curve does not appear to have a single, 
unique periodicity because the rotation periods reported by other 
studies6,7,10-12 differ from one another and are inconsistent with our 
data (Supplementary Figs. 9-12). We recognize these peculiarities 
as the characteristic signatures of non-principal-axis (or excited) 
rotation, also often referred to as tumbling22,23, which has significant 
consequences for understanding the distant history of this object.

Although the vast majority of Solar System minor bodies do not 
show any measurable deviations from simple rotation, a small frac
tion of asteroids19,22 and a few comets24,25 have been identified as tum
blers. In particular, comet 1P/Halley was the first minor body found 
in a non-principal-axis rotation state24 * and, subsequently, asteroid

a

Fig. 2 | results from the periodicity analysis of the r ' -band photometric 
time series of 1I/‘Oumuamua. a, Example of a weighted PDM 
periodogram1415, calculated for the time series expressed in flux using
20 bins and 5 covers (see Methods). The red arrow indicates the best
periodicity solution for a frequency of 0.13230 ± 0.00014 h-1, or a
7.56± 0.01 h period. b, Light curve phased using the best periodicity
solution. The phase zero-point was chosen arbitrarily and corresponds to
phase 0.979435 at the standard epoch of the observations, 28 October
2017 at 00:00 ut. The grey areas indicate replicated data. It is evident that 
the light curve does not repeat exactly from one night (27 October 2017 ut) 
to another (28 October 2017 ut), consistent with a non-principal-axis 
rotation state, or tumbling.

(4179) Toutatis was identified as the first tumbler among asteroids26. 
Rotational excitation occurs mainly through collisions and, restricted 
to comets, sublimation torques, but tidal and Yarkovsky-O'Keefe- 
Radzievskii-Paddack torques can also play an important role27. 
A tumbler then dissipates rotational energy due to stresses and
strains resulting from complex rotation, and returns to a simple,
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Fig. 3 | Light curve parameters of 1 I/‘Oumuamua in the context of 16,213 Solar System asteroids. Reference asteroid data (histograms) were taken 
from the minor planet Lightcurve Database19 retrieved on 13 November 2017. The characteristics of our target (red dashed line) are compared separately
against small asteroids with diameters <200 m (green), dominated by monoliths with non-negligible tensile strength18, and against all objects (blue). 
Out-of-range values, where present, were added to the last bins (grey). a, Light curve ranges of 1I/‘Oumuamua and small asteroids. b, Light curve ranges 
of 1I/‘Oumuamua and all asteroids. c, Rotation periods of 1I/‘Oumuamua and small asteroids. d, Rotation periods of 1I/‘Oumuamua and all asteroids.

minimum-energy rotation state on a certain timescale. The damping 
(or relaxation) timescale depends on the object's size, shape, den
sity, stiffness and rotation rate, and ranges from hundreds of years to 
hundreds of billions of years for the known Solar System asteroids28. 
Detailed quantification of 1I/‘Oumuamua's complex rotation state is 
beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we explore the fundamental 
fact that the body was once excited and has not fully relaxed to date.

Evidently, the rotational excitation of 1I/‘Oumuamua is not eas
ily explainable by sublimation torques. First, the object does not 
show any signs of active outgassing despite the superb sensitivity 
of our combined image (Fig. 1) and exceptionally favourable orbital 
circumstances. Second, it is unlikely that the body was active in 
the past because the sublimation levels required to excite its rota
tion would also generate enormous changes in the rotation rate, 
quickly leading to rotational instability and disruption. Instead, the
complex rotation state of 1I/‘Oumuamua may result from tidal or
Yarkovsky-O'Keefe-Radzievskii-Paddack torques, but is most eas
ily attributable to an impact—our preferred explanation. However, 
collisional excitation of this body in our Solar System is hardly pos
sible because of the rarity of collisions, even in the (not so) dense 
main asteroid belt29, and because 1I/‘Oumuamua missed the belt at 
a safe distance and spent very little time close to the ecliptic plane 
due to the highly inclined orbit and large orbital speed. A sensitive 
non-detection of a body's debris trail (Fig. 1), starkly contrasting 
with the prominent, long-lived trail of the similarly sized impacted 
asteroid P/2010 A2 (ref. 30), is also not in favour of a very recent col
lision. Rather, we believe that 1I/‘Oumuamua was excited in another 
planetary system—presumably its home system—in the distant 
past. The damping time scale of a typical rubble pile asteroid having 
the same effective size and rotation rate as 1I/‘Oumuamua, and the 
minimum allowable axis ratio, is about 1 Gyr (see Methods). This

appears to be long enough to preserve the signs of collisional exci
tation over the timescale of a typical interstellar exile8, supporting 
our conclusion. W hether 1I/‘Oumuamua was produced and excited 
in a catastrophic collision between larger bodies or subcatastrophi
cally impacted by another small body is unclear, but both scenarios 
lead to the same conclusion that collisional processing of minor 
object populations in exoplanetary systems might be common. 
Supposedly, 1I/‘Oumuamua was ejected from its home system with 
a large number of similar bodies during a period of dynamical insta- 
bility1 when frequent collisions would have been expected.

M eth o d s
Observations, data reduction and photometry. The GMOS-N we used to collect 
data contains three adjacent Hamamatsu charge-coupled devices, providing imaging
over a 5.5 × 5.5 arcmin field of view and spectroscopy from 0.36 to 0.94 μm31.
For the present analysis, we pre-selected imaging data from the central charge-
coupled device chip, taken consistently through the broadband r' filter from the 
Sloan Digital Sky Survey photometric system13 with the instrument configured to 
provide 2 × 2 binning and 0.1614 arcsec effective pixels. The complete time series 
consists of 438 images with an integration time of 30.0 s, 2 images with a 20.0 s 
integration time acquired as part of a multi-band sequence, and 2 images with a 
10.0 s integration time obtained as part of a spectroscopic acquisition sequence.
The data were taken between 7:34:49 and 12:46:23 u t  on 27 October 2017 and 
between 5:52:24 and 12:25:30 u t  on 28 October 2017. The sky was photometric 
and the median zenith seeing close to 0.6 arcsec (in full width at half maximum) 
throughout the observations. It is practical to anchor data reduction and modelling 
at one specific epoch, which we chose to be 28 October 2017 at 00:00 u t, close to 
the middle-point of our run. At this standard epoch, the helio- and geocentric 
distances of 1I/‘Oumuamua were equal to 1.4317 and 0.4963 au, respectively, and 
the phase angle was 22.93°.

The images were corrected for overscan, bias and flatfield in the standard 
manner. Then, using our established technique32, we carefully subtracted a dense 
background of stars and galaxies interfering with 1I/‘Oumuamua as it moved 
across the sky. To remove the background from a given image, we mean combined
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Fig. 4  | results from Hapke modelling applicable to the observing
circumstances of 1 I/‘Oumuamua. The filled coloured symbols show the
dependence between the maximum-to-minimum flux ratio and long-
to-short axis ratio calculated for a set of aspect angles θ (defined as the
angle between the line of sight and the rotation axis). The solid coloured 
lines are the fourth order polynomial fits added to  guide the eye. For 
each angle θ, two extreme trajectories are presented for different polar 
angles (orthogonal to θ )—one for the minimum flux ratio and one for the 
maximum flux ratio. See Methods for details of the computation. The 
grey dashed line shows a commonly used linear model calculated for 
θ = 90° in which the flux ratio is directly equal to the axis ratio. The black 
dashed line shows the actual flux ratio measured from our 1I/‘Oumuamua 
photometric data.

up to six star-aligned images taken around the same time and subtracted the result 
of this operation from the affected image. We did not use the nearest images from 
a consecutive series to avoid contaminating the photometric background annulus 
with the object's own signal. As a result, we obtained uncontaminated images of the 
target on a very clean and uniform background suitable for accurate time-resolved 
photometry. The frames were then visually inspected for artefacts, such as cosmic 
ray hits and residual signal from imperfect subtraction of bright background
objects at a location of 1I/‘Oumuamua. This procedure resulted in the rejection of 
11 images—a small number compared with the remaining 431 images available for 
detailed analysis. The restricted dataset has the same time limits as the complete 
time series, a total temporal coverage of 29,030 s (or 8.06 h) and a total integration 
time of 12,880 s (or 3.58 h). In this work, we define the total temporal coverage as 
a sum of observing blocks characterized by negligibly small gaps (not exceeding 
300 s) between the end times and start times of consecutive integrations.

The restricted dataset was photometrically measured using the Aperture 
Photometry Tool33 configured in mean sky subtraction mode. The brightness 
of 1I/‘Oumuamua, along with photometric uncertainty, were determined
from a circular aperture with a constant diameter of 2.26 arcsec (14 pixels),
which ensured negligible influence of seeing variations and an acceptable level

of background noise contribution. We also made similar measurements of 
brighter background stars, this time employing a larger aperture of 4.84 arcsec 
(30 pixels) to account for the elongation of stellar profiles caused by rapid non
sidereal tracking of the target. Instrumental photometry of 1I/‘Oumuamua
was then corrected for the atmospheric extinction (assuming the standard r'
-band extinction coefficient for Mauna Kea of 0.11 mag airmass-1) and absolute 
calibrated using a common magnitude zero level determined for our run from 
the photometry of background stars available in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey 
photometric catalogue34. Apparent magnitudes were then reduced to the standard 
observing geometry on 28 October 2017 at 00:00 u t,  assuming the asteroidal 
photometric phase function35 with a parameter G =  0.15 characteristic of Solar 
System C-types36. However, the phase component of the geometric correction 
was very small thanks to the nearly constant phase angle during the observations, 
and the correction was dominated by the geocentric distance. The same phase 
function was assumed in the calculation of the absolute median magnitude, but 
this time the phase component of the correction was significant, reflecting the 
relatively large value of the phase angle during the observations. The dataset was 
also corrected for the non-constant travel time of light by subtracting light travel 
time offsets calculated with respect to the standard epoch of the observations.
The light curve expressed in magnitudes was also converted to flux, expressed 
as a product of the effective wavelength and the wavelength flux density. We 
measured several parameters of the light curve, including the maximum-to- 
minimum flux ratio. The extrema were calculated by averaging the five highest 
fluxes and the five lowest fluxes using inverse-variance weighting.

Periodicity analysis. Periodicity analysis was conducted using the PDM method 
because this technique is particularly well suited to the analysis of a non-sinusoidal 
time series of unequally spaced data14. The PDM algorithm folds the input 
data using a range of trial frequencies and examines the quality of data folding 
using a variance ratio, defined as the effective variance of the data in phase bins 
normalized by the variance of the unbinned data. The method has two adjustable 
parameters—the number of independent (adjacent) phase bins Nb and the number 
of bin covers Nc. The former controls the width of the actual computational bins 
(equal to 1/Nb) and the latter controls the overlap of successive computational 
bins (that is, it specifies how many of them overlap), while both control the total 
number of computational bins (equal to Nb ×  Nc). Originally insensitive to data 
uncertainties14, the classical PDM was later upgraded to include inverse-variance 
weighting of the data points15—a major improvement, which this study takes full 
advantage of.

Due to this inverse-variance weighting of the data, we chose for the analysis the 
time series expressed in flux (and not magnitude), characterized by rather uniform 
uncertainties, to within a factor of two (see Fig. 2b), thereby ensuring good 
sensitivity of the method to the entire dataset. As for the light curve expressed in 
magnitude, the weighted PDM was practically blind to the light curve minima, 
featuring a factor of approximately ten larger uncertainties than the light curve 
maxima (Fig. 2b), which severely limited its usefulness for periodicity analysis.
The algorithm was run on the data with Nb ranging from 10 to 30 and Nc ranging 
from 3 to 7, ensuring, on the one hand, good overall statistics in the computational 
bins (containing on average 43.1 to 14.4 data points, respectively) and, on the other 
hand, good sensitivity to moderately complex light curves (resolved into 10.0 to 
3.3% rotation-phase elements, respectively). Given that for all these settings we 
obtained consistent results, we present only one representative outcome, calculated 
using Nb =  20 and Nc =  5.

Formal uncertainties of the selected periodicity solutions were estimated by 
propagating the photometric errors using a Monte Carlo method. This was done 
by generating and analysing 1,000 simulated light curves, each created from the 
original light curve by adding a random realization of noise. The superimposed 
variates were calculated individually for each data point, assuming a normal 
probability distribution with a standard deviation equal to the photometric 
uncertainty. Then, using again the weighted PDM, we analysed the simulations in 
narrow frequency windows centred on the investigated periodicity solutions, and 
from the observed frequency variations about their original values, we derived 
their standard errors. It is important to realize that the formal uncertainties 
estimated in this way do not take into account the fact that 1I/‘Oumuamua is in 
a state of non-principal-axis rotation. Consequently, the light curve folded using 
even the best simple-periodicity solution suffers from excessive scatter of the data 
points, often significantly exceeding the formal photometric error bars, which was 
ignored in the present analysis. Moreover, the determined frequency may not work 
at all for other datasets obtained at different times, even though it has a very small 
formal uncertainty.

Hapke modelling. Using Hapke's reflectance model20, we computed simulated 
light curves for the observing geometry of 1I/‘Oumuamua anchored at the 
standard epoch of our observations, 28 October 2017 at 00:00 ut. We employed 
the modified isotropic multiple scattering approximation with the shadow-hiding 
opposition effect and macroscopic roughness influencing reflectance properties. 
Colorimetric and spectroscopic observations of 1I/‘Oumuamua have revealed 
that the reflectance spectrum of this object is close to those of Solar System C- or 
D-type asteroids, Trojans or comets7,8,10,37. Thus, we adopted a set of literature
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values for the reflectance parameters of C-type asteroids38, such as a single 
scattering albedo of 0.037, an opposition surge amplitude and width of 0.20 and
0.025, respectively, the asymmetry factor in the Henyey-Greenstein particle phase 
function equal to -0.47, and an average topographic slope angle of macroscopic 
roughness of 20°. Furthermore, we defined the spin-axis orientation by the aspect 
angle (that is, the angle between the spin axis and the line of sight) and the polar 
angle (measured in the plane perpendicular to the line of sight counterclockwise 
from the object-Sun direction). For simplicity, we assumed that 1I/‘Oumuamua has 
the shape of a prolate spheroid.

We performed two types of simulation. First, we tested the dependence 
between the maximum-to-minimum flux ratio and long-to-short axis ratio for a 
set of spin-axis orientations (Fig. 4). The aspect angle was probed with a step size 
of 15° and the polar angle was probed with a step size of 22.5°. Second, for a fixed 
aspect angle of 90° and light curve extrema equal to those measured from our 
1I/‘Oumuamua data, we investigated the allowable range for the volume-equivalent 
radius, changing the polar angle with the same step size as before. From the first 
type of simulation, we found that even an enormous range of brightness variations 
does not necessarily imply a huge axis ratio. To generate a 2.6 mag rotational 
amplitude—the same as we observed in our data—an axis ratio can be as low as 
4.9, inconsistent with most of the recently published values6,7,11. These reported 
larger axis ratios were calculated under the assumption that flux is proportional 
to the instantaneous projected cross section, but this can be far from reality for 
large phase angles and significant shape elongations, when shadowing effects as 
well as asymmetry of the phase function have a strong influence on an observed 
light curve. Our approach is more accurate in that it takes the aforementioned 
factors into account. Moreover, we have found that for aspect angles smaller than 
about 65° it is virtually impossible to obtain a maximum-to-minimum flux ratio 
consistent with 1I/‘Oumuamua, in spite of blowing up the axis ratio to abnormal 
values. Thus, we conclude that the aspect angle must be larger than 65°. Finally, 
from the second type of simulation, we found the volume-equivalent radius in a 
relatively narrow range from 75 to 79 m (depending on the polar angle and thus the 
axis ratio) for the assumed model parameters.

Density estimation. The minimum bulk density that ensures rotational stability 
in the absence of material strength can be calculated from the rotation period 
and the lower limit to the axis ratio. For simplicity, we neglect the excitation of 
1I/‘Oumuamua's rotation state, assuming that the body rotates around the shortest 
axis with a rotation period P. From the exact formula for the shortest tolerable 
rotation period of a prolate spheroid32,39, we find that the density p  satisfies:

an error in the axis ratio f , which is introduced as a square term but should be a 
linear term.

Damping timescale estimation. The damping (or relaxation) timescale rd can be 
written as28,40:

(3)

where P is the measured ‘effective' rotation period, D is the volume-
equivalent diameter and C is a function of shape (or axis ratios for an ellipsoid 
approximation), material (density, stiffness and quality factor) and rotation 
(maximum and minimum wobble angle). The most recent28 estimates find 
C ~ 3.6 × 101 h G y r -13 km -23 ~ 4. 1× 10- 3 s23 m -23 for typical properties of Solar 
System asteroids. Substituting this value and the measured rotation period and 
diameter of 1I/‘Oumuamua, equal to 7.56 h and 154 m, respectively, we find 
τd~ 0.4 Gyr. However, the real damping timescale of this object is significantly 
longer because 1I/‘Oumuamua has a much more extreme shape than that adopted 
in the estimation of C and the value of this parameter decreases with the axis 
ratio41,42. Hence, our conservative order-of-magnitude estimate for 1I/‘Oumuamua's 
damping timescale is 1 Gyr, but it can be much longer if, for example, the axis ratio 
is significantly greater than the measured lower limit of 4.9.

Data availability. The GMOS-N raw data will be available in the Gemini 
Observatory archive at https://archive.gemini.edu after the expiration of the 
12 month proprietary period.
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(1)

where G = 6.67384 × 10-11  m3 kg - 1  s- 2  is the gravity constant, and φ  = J  1- 1∕ f 2 is 
a function of the long-to-short axis ratio f. Note that the term in thep  outer bracket 
approaches unity for a sphere and is commonly approximated by f (ref. 18). The 
approximation works well for small axis ratios (it is good to 5% for f between 1.0 
and 3.0), but introduces significant (and unnecessary) errors for large axis ratios, 
resulting in underestimated density limits (for example, the full term in the outer 
bracket is almost 20% larger for f = 5  and over 60% larger for f = 10). Moreover, 
the term in the outer bracket is a monotonically increasing function of f , implying 
that the above inequality is also naturally satisfied if we replace the actual value 
of f  with the lower limit on f . Substituting the measured rotation period and 
axis-ratio limit of 1I/‘Oumuamua, equal to 7.56 h and 4.9, respectively, we find 
p  ≥ 1,100 kg m - 3 . The density limit for an oblate shape is even less stringent, as in 
this case we find p  ≥  500 kg m - 3 , calculated from39:

(2)

where φ = ∙ f  - 1 is a different function of the long-to-short axis ratio f . The term 
in the outer bracket is again a monotonically increasing function of f  and again 
approaches unity for a sphere, but can no longer be approximated with f  (except 
for nearly spherical shapes).

The same approach was also used by other teams6,7,10,11, who reported the 
density limit estimated from the rotation periods and axis-ratio limits extracted 
from their data. However, with one prominent exception10, they obtained grossly 
overestimated values ranging from p ≥  5,000 kg m - 3  to p ≥  20,000 kg m -3  

(interpreted as an indication of non-negligible tensile strength). The reason for 
this is threefold. First, the overly simplistic treatment of the light curve resulted 
in overestimated axis-ratio limits (see before), up to a factor of about two6 or less 
where the light curve range was not fully recovered7,11. Second, the teams used the 
simplified version of equation (1), which actually somewhat reduced the density 
overestimation. Finally, and most significantly, the formula they used contains
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Initial characterization of interstellar
comet 2I/Borisov
Piotr Guzik 1,7*, Michał Drahus 1,7*, Krzysztof Rusek2, Wacław Waniak© 1, Giacomo Cannizzaro 3,4 
and Ines Pastor-Marazuela 5,6

Interstellar comets penetrating through the Solar System had 
been anticipated for decades1,2. The discovery of asteroidal- 
looking ‘Oumuamua3,4 was thus a huge surprise and a puzzle. 
Furthermore, the physical properties of the ‘first scout' turned
out to be impossible to reconcile with Solar System objects4-6, 
challenging our view of interstellar minor bodies ,8. Here, we 
report the identification and early characterization of a new 
interstellar object, which has an evidently cometary appear
ance. The body was discovered by Gennady Borisov on 3 0  
August 2019 u t  and subsequently identified as hyperbolic by 
our data mining code in publicly available astrometric data. 
The initial orbital solution implies a very high hyperbolic excess 
speed of ~32kms - 1, consistent with ‘Oumuamua9 and theo
retical predictions2,7. Images taken on 10 and 13 September 
2019 u t  with the William Herschel Telescope and Gemini 
North Telescope show an extended coma and a faint, broad 
tail. W e measure a slightly reddish colour with a g '- r ' colour 
index of 0 .66  ±  0.01 mag, compatible with Solar System com
ets. The observed morphology is also unremarkable and best 
explained by dust with a power-law size-distribution index 
of -3 .7 ±  1.8 and a low ejection speed (4 4  ±  14 m s- 1 for β  = 1 
particles, where β is the ratio of the solar gravitational attrac
tion to the solar radiation pressure). The nucleus is probably 
~1 km in radius, again a common value among Solar System 
comets, and has a negligible chance of experiencing rotational 
disruption. Based on these early characteristics, and putting 
its hyperbolic orbit aside, 2I/Borisov appears indistinguish
able from the native Solar System comets.

O n 8 September 2019 at 04:15 universal time (u t) ,  we were 
alerted by our software Interstellar Crusher (see Methods) of a pos
sible new hyperbolic object gb00234. Within less than 4 d, the orbit 
became reliable enough to trigger the first announcements10,11, and 
subsequently, the body received an official name 2I/Borisov. As of
20 September 2019 at 12:00 u t ,  447 published astrometric positions
collected over a 21.1 d interval11-15 are demonstrably incompatible 
with a parabolic orbit (Fig. 1). In the absence of non-gravitational 
forces, the residuals show a very strong systematic trend and reach 
up to 20 arcsec. Inclusion of non-gravitational forces greatly reduces 
the residuals, but a small systematic trend is still present. More 
importantly, the resulting non-gravitational accelerations A 1 =  7.43 
±  0.07 × 10- 4 au d- 2 and A 2 =  - 1.83 ±  0.01 × 10- 4 au d- 2 given at 
1 au from the Sun (see Methods) are implausibly high, exceed
ing the largest measured non-gravitational accelerations of com- 
ets16 by two to three orders of magnitude and comparable to the

sunward gravitational acceleration at 1 au. However, the data are 
accurately fitted by an unrestricted, purely gravitational solution 
(Fig. 1) that implies a strongly hyperbolic orbit with an eccentricity 
of 3.38 ±  0.02 (Table 1). This strong hyperbolicity cannot be attrib
uted to gravitational perturbations from the Solar System's plan
ets because the body travels from a direction far from the ecliptic 
plane. Thus, the only viable explanation is the arrival from outside 
the Solar System. The huge eccentricity together with a moderate 
perihelion distance of 2.012 ±  0.004 au (Table 1) imply a hyperbolic 
excess speed of ~32 km s- 1. The body entered the Solar System from 
a direction ~75° away from the Solar apex with the asymptotic radi
ant at J2000.0 right ascension (RA)=  02 h  12 m and declination 
(dec) = 59.4° in the constellation of Cassiopeia. For the most up-to- 
date orbital parameters, readers are referred to the online databases 
of the Minor Planet Center or Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

We observed this object using the 4.2 m William Herschel 
Telescope (W HT) on La Palma and the 8.2 m Gemini North 
Telescope at Maunakea in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) g  
and r ' bands17. WHT data were obtained with the Auxiliary-port 
CAMera (ACAM) on 10 September 2019 at 05:38u t and on 13 
September 2019 at 05:47 u t  (observation mid-points). The first set 
comprises ten sidereal-tracked 60 s exposures, of which five were 
obtained in the g  band and five in the r ' band, whereas the second 
set contains 40 sidereal-tracked 20 s exposures, 20 obtained in g  
and 20 in r ,. Gemini data were collected with the Gemini Multi
Object Spectrograph (GMOS-N) on 10 September 2019 at 14:57 u t  
(mid-point) with non-sidereal tracking and comprise four g,-band 
and four r ,-band exposures taken with 60 s integration time. The 
datasets were obtained at low elevation (22° to 31°) in m orning 
twilight (solar elevation from - 19° to - 12°). At the time of the 
observations, the helio- and geocentric distances of 2I/Borisov were 
equal to 2.8 and 3.4 au, respectively, the phase angle was ~15° and 
the apparent motion was ~75 arcsec h- 1. The images were corrected 
for overscan, bias and flatfield in the standard fashion, and then a 
global background level was subtracted from each frame.

In Fig. 2 we show median-stacked g,-band and r ,-band images 
from Gemini, which have a better signal-to-noise ratio than the 
WHT images. The latter are presented in Supplementary Fig. 1. The 
images reveal an extended coma and a broad, short tail emanating 
in roughly antisolar direction. We see no clear difference in mor
phology in the two bands. The comet was measured photometri
cally in each individual exposure from the two telescopes and two 
nights. We consistently used a 5,000 km (~2 arcsec) radius photo
metric aperture and determined the brightness against background
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Fig. 1 |  astrometric residuals of 2I/Borisov calculated for three different orbital solutions. a,b, The residuals calculated for a parabolic solution without
non-gravitational forces. c,d, The residuals for a parabolic solution with non-gravitational forces. e,f, The residuals for an unrestricted solution without non
gravitational forces. Residuals are presented separately in RA (a,c,e)  and dec (b,d,f). Black symbols denote data used in the computation and red symbols 
denote rejected outliers. r.m.s., root mean squared.

Table 1 | Hyperbolic heliocentric orbital elements of 2I/Borisov 
calculated for the osculation epoch 2019 september 20.0 t t

Date of perihelion passage, T 2019 December8.42± 0.11 tt

orbital eccentricity, e 3.3790 ± 0.020
Perihelion distance, q 2.0119± 0.0044au
argument of perihelion, ω 209.001 ± 0.100°(J2000.0)
Longitude of ascending node, Ω 308.195 ± 0.040° (J2000.0)

Inclination, i 44.004 ± 0.041° (J2000.0)

All errors are 1 standard deviation.

stars available in the SDSS photometric catalogue18. As a result,
we obtained dataset-averaged AB magnitudes g' = 19.38 ± 0.01 
and r, = 18.71 ± 0.01 for the WHT observations on 10 September 
2019 at 05:38 uτ, g, = 19.38 ± 0.01 and r , = 18.72 ± 0.01 for the

Gemini observations on 10 September 2019 at 14:57 u t, and 
g, = 19.32 ± 0.02 and r , = 18.67 ± 0.01 for the WHT observations 
on 13 September 2019 at 05:47ut. Photometric magnitudes can 
be used to estimate the nucleus size. Following two independent 
approaches, we have found that the nucleus of 2I/Borisov is most 
likely ~1 km in radius (see Methods). However, it should be noted 
that these approaches are inherently very uncertain. O ur photomet
ric measurements give a consistent g,- r , colour index, with an aver
age value of 0.66 ± 0.01 mag. The colour is slightly redder than the 
solar g,- r , = 0.45 ± 0.02 mag (ref. 19) and implies a positive spectral 
slope S' ~ 12.5% per 100 nm (see Methods), in good agreement with 
an independent spectroscopic determination20. W ithin the errors, 
the same colour is obtained for other photometric apertures as well 
(we made measurements for the apertures ranging from 3,000 to 
15,000 km in radius), implying a uniform colour of the coma. This, 
and the similarity of morphology in both bands, are both indicative 
of dust-dominated activity in our data. Monte Carlo modelling of the 
object's dust environment with our established code21 has revealed
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Fig. 2 | Median-stacked images of 2I/Borisov from Gemini North. The
left panel shows the image in the g' band and the right panel shows the 
image in the r' band. Both panels subtend 1.0× 1.0 arcmin and were scaled 
logarithmically. Arrows show the directions of north (N ) and east (E), the 
projected antisolar vector ( -©) and the negative of the orbital velocity 
vector ( -V). The pixel scale is 0.16arcsec px—1 and the seeing was 1.8arcsec.

a power-law particle size-distribution exponent of -3.7 ± 1.8 and a 
44 ± 14 m  s- 1 ejection speed applicable to β =  1 particles (where β is 
the ratio of the solar gravitational attraction to the solar radiation 
pressure; see Methods).

The dynamical properties and morphology of 2I/Borisov make 
it clear that the body is the first certain case of an interstellar comet, 
and the second known interstellar minor body identified in the 
Solar System (after ‘Oumuamua3,4). Evidently, the extended coma 
and the broad tail stand in stark contrast with the purely asteroidal 
appearance of ‘Oumuamua. The estimated nucleus size is common 
among Solar System's comets22,23. Adopting the formalism of rota
tional disruption probability24 and assuming typical properties of 
Solar System comets, we have estimated the probability of rotational 
disruption during the Solar System flyby to be smaller than 1% (see 
Methods). The measured colour is consistent with the colours of 
the Solar System's comets25-27 and falls only slightly redwards of the 
median and average values of the observed g' - r '  distribution (Fig. 3). 
The same similarity can be noticed for the dust coma parameters28,29. 
These facts are remarkable in and of themselves, and especially 
remarkable after ‘Oumuamua, the multiple peculiarities of which4-6 
prompted us to rethink our entire view of the nature of interstellar 
interlopers7. However, 2I/Borisov appears completely similar to the 
native Solar System's comets.

Comet 2I/Borisov was discovered on its way to perihelion (8 
December 2019 u t  at 2.0 au) and before the closest approach to 
Earth (28 December 2019 u t  at 1.9 au); thus, the overall visibility 
will be gradually improving. The body is destined for an intensive 
observing campaign lasting many months (Supplementary Fig. 2) 
that will allow us to gain groundbreaking insights into the physical 
properties of interstellar comets and exosolar planetary systems in 
general. This discovery is in line with the detection statistic of one 
interstellar object per year proposed by several authors30,31 after the 
discovery of ‘Oumuamua, which is an order of magnitude higher 
than the most optimistic pre-‘Oumuamua estimates32. It also shows 
that cometary nature of these bodies might be a common charac
teristic, in agreement with the original expectations1,2. More discov
eries are expected in the near future thanks to the Large Synoptic 
Survey Telescope.

M e th o d s
Interstellar Crusher. Interstellar Crusher is a custom Python3 code running 
on Windows Subsystem for Linux. It continuously monitors the Possible Comet 
Confirmation Page and computes orbits of newly discovered minor bodies 
using Bill Gray's Find_Orb (https://github.com/Bill-Gray/find_orb/commit/ 
abe3f5847aad4c39f1d82239bf343c876b3d1bd0). Detection of a possible interstellar 
object triggers an alarm that is sent via e-mail.

Fig. 3 | Colour of 2I/Borisov in the context of solar system comets. The
histogram shows the g'- r ' colour index distribution for 60 comets25-27 
(long-period, Jupiter-family and active Centaurs). It was calculated from 
the colour indices reported in the Johnson-Cousins (UBVRCIC) and the 
original SDSS (ugriz) photometric systems using standard transformation 
formulae36,45. Whenever available, multiple measurements of a single 
object were filtered and combined to minimize the colour uncertainty.
The sample has an r.m.s. error of g'- r ' equal to 0.036 mag and the error 
does not exceed 0.075 mag for any object (the latter criterion resulted in 
the rejection of three comets). Dashed lines show the median (blue) and 
average (green) values of the distribution, and the red arrow indicates the 
measured g'- r ' colour index of 2I/Borisov.

Orbit. We computed the orbit using Bill Gray's Find_Orb with planetary 
perturbations. The initial input dataset comprised 447 astrometric positions 
obtained at 45 different stations that were publicly available as of 20 September 
2019 at 12:00 u t. We computed parabolic and unrestricted solutions without 
non-gravitational forces and a parabolic solution with non-gravitational forces 
defined according to the standard Marsden-Sekanina model33. Given the absence 
of reliable uncertainties of individual observations, we assumed equal weights. 
Astrometric positions with residuals greater than 1.5 arcsec with respect to the 
unrestricted solution without non-gravitational forces were iteratively rejected, 
resulting in a restricted dataset of 362 measurements. This dataset was used for the 
final computations, the results of which are presented in Fig. 1 and Table 1. The 
reported uncertainties of the orbital elements were estimated by the least squares 
method from the astrometric residuals.

Photometry and colour. Individual calibrated exposures were first scrutinized for 
background stars, cosmic-ray hits and other artefacts in the comet's photometric 
aperture. As a result of this procedure, we rejected one g'-band frame from the 
Gemini dataset, one g'-band and one r'-band frame from the first WHT dataset, 
and accepted all frames from the second WHT dataset. For each dataset, we 
identified a set of field stars available in the SDSS photometric catalogue18 that were 
brighter than the comet and had a g '- r ' colour index between 0.3 and 1.0 mag. We 
identified 7 and 9 suitable stars for the first and second WHT dataset, respectively, 
and 4 stars for the Gemini dataset. Photometric measurements of the comet were 
done using a circular aperture with a 5,000 km (~2.0 arcsec) radius. The stars were 
measured in a larger, 4.0 arcsec radius aperture that contained >99% of the flux 
(determined from the curve of growth). Sky background level was estimated (as a 
mean value) in an annular aperture with a radius of 7.0-9.0 arcsec for the comet 
and 5.0-8.0 arcsec for the stars. We masked the regions of the background aperture 
contaminated by the comet's tail, faint field stars and cosmic-ray hits. Centroids 
were measured from a 1.0 arcsec radius aperture. Differential magnitudes of 
the comet were calculated for each individual image and then dataset averaged 
(with equal weights) and compared with the SDSS catalogue magnitudes of the 
reference stars. The photometric uncertainties were propagated from the individual 
differential measurements and SDSS uncertainties of the reference stars.

Colour index (m1 -  m2) can be easily converted to the normalized reflectance 
slope S'.  By definition

(m1 -  m2 ) -  (m1 -  m2)β= -2 .5log(S√S2 )

where (m i -  m2)o is the solar colour index, Sλ = 1 + S'(λ — λ0)∕Δ λ0 is the normalized
reflectance at wavelength λ , Δλ0 defines the standard wavelength interval of S'  and
λ0 is the normalization wavelength. Using the customary values λ0 = 550 nm and 
Δλ0 = 100 nm, and substituting the measured g '- r ' colour index of
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comet 2I/Borisov equal to 0.66 mag along with the effective filter wavelengths
λg = 475 nm and λr = 630 nm and the solar g '-r ' = 0.45 mag (ref. 19), we calculated 
the corresponding slope S' = 12.5% per 100 nm.

Nucleus size estimation. To estimate the size of the nucleus, we followed a simple 
approach2 that connects theoretical sublimation rate of water from a unit surface 
area34 with an empirical correlation of the observed total visual magnitudes 
with the total water production rates35. By solving the standard energy budget 
equation34 with an assumed Bond albedo of 4% and emissivity of 100%, we find 
that the average water sublimation flux from a spherical non-rotating nucleus 
is 1.86 × 1026 molecules s- 1 km- 2 at the heliocentric distance applicable to our 
observations. From our Gemini data, we estimate the total visual magnitude to be 
~17.5, which is the asymptotic magnitude from the curve of growth transformed 
from the SDSS g' and r' bands to the Johnson Vband36. Taking into account the 
geo- and heliocentric distances at the time of the observation, this magnitude 
corresponds to the water production rate of ~1027 molecules s- 1 according to an 
empirical relation35. By comparing the theoretical and observed water production 
rates, we estimate the area of the sublimating surface to be ~5 km2, which 
corresponds to ~1 km radius nucleus with 30% active fraction, assuming negligible 
contribution of icy grains in the coma.

The same result is obtained from a comparison of 2I/Borisov with the well- 
studied comet Hale-Bopp in terms of the Afρ parameter37. From our r'-band 
magnitudes measured in the 5,000 km radius aperture, we calculate Afρ ~ 100 cm, 
and similar for other aperture sizes. The Afρ of comet Hale-Bopp was ~10,000 cm 
at the heliocentric distance and phase angle compatible with our observations38. 
Simple scaling of the ~30 km in radius nucleus of the latter comet39 suggests the 
nucleus radius of 2I/Borisov of ~ 1 km.

Probability of rotational disruption. Rotational disruption occurs when the 
nucleus rotation rate becomes too high for the self-gravity and tensile strength 
to keep the body intact40. The probability of disruption P has been formulated24 
as the ratio of the expected change in the rotation frequency Δω to the total extent 
of tolerable frequency regime, limited by the negative and positive 
critical frequency ωcrit. Thus

P ¼ Δ ω 
2ωcrit

The two components of this equation can be calculated in a relatively
straightforward manner using standard formulae5,41-44. Substituting in these 
formulas the estimated nucleus radius of ~ 1 km and adopting typical properties of 
Solar System comets24, we find the probability of rotational disruption of 2I/Borisov 
to be <1%.

Dust modelling. We modelled the dust environment of 2I/Borisov using a Monte 
Carlo approach21. The simulations were done with 2 ×  106 power-law distributed 
dust particles spanning a size range a from 0.5 μm to 1 mm. We assumed the 
density of the dust material to be 1,000 kg m-3, the scattering efficiency for 
radiation pressure to be 1.0 and a size-dependent dust ejection speed (at the 
boundary of the collisional zone) ve x  a~0-5. The dust emission rate is assumed 
to be inversely proportional to the square of the heliocentric distance with the 
earliest particles ejected 70 d before the observation. Under these assumptions, we 
investigated three different ejection patterns: (1) isotropic; (2) into the subsolar 
hemisphere with the emission rate proportional to the cosine of the solar zenith 
distance; and (3) into a sunward conical jet with an opening angle of 30° and a 
constant intensity. The model was fitted to our highest signal-to-noise ratio r'- 
band image created from the Gemini data (Fig. 2). The best fit was obtained for 
the hemispheric pattern (Supplementary Fig. 3), though the fit of the isotropic 
emission is nearly as good. As a result of this procedure, we retrieved a power-law 
particle size-distribution exponent of -3.7 ±  1.8 and the ejection speed for particles 
of a given size, equal to 44 ±  14 m s- 1 for β = 1 (a = 1.2 μm).

D a ta  availab ility
The ACAM data are available from the corresponding authors upon reasonable 
request. The GMOS-N raw data will be available in the Gemini Observatory 
archive at https://archive.gemini.edu after the expiration of the 12 month 
proprietary period.
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Gaseous atomic nickel in the coma of
interstellar comet 2I/Borisov

On 31 August 2019, an interstellar comet was discovered as it passed through the Solar System (2I/Borisov). On the basis of initial imaging observations, 2I/Borisov seemed to be similar to ordinary Solar System comets1,2—an unexpected characteristic given the multiple peculiarities of the only known previous interstellar visitor,1I∕'Oumuamua3-6. Spectroscopic investigations of 21/Borisov identified the familiar cometary emissions from CN (refs. 7-9), C2 (ref. 10), O ι (ref. 11), NH2 (ref. 12), OH (ref. 13), HCN (ref. 14) and CO (refs. 14,15), revealing a composition similar to that of carbon monoxide-rich Solar System comets. At temperatures greater than 700 kelvin, comets also show metallic vapours that are produced by the sublimation of metal-rich dust grains16. Observation of gaseous metals had until very recently17 been limited to bright sunskirting and sungrazing comets18-20 and giant star-plunging exocomets21. Here we report spectroscopic observations of atomic nickel vapour in the cold coma of 2I/Borisov at a heliocentric distance of 2.322 astronomical units—equivalent to an equilibrium temperature of 180 kelvin. Nickel in 2I/Borisov seems to originate from a short-lived nickel-containing molecule with a lifetime of 340+-226000 seconds at 1 astronomical unit and is produced at a rate of 0.9 ± 0.3 × 1022 atoms per second, or 0.002 per cent relative to OH and 0.3 per cent relative to CN. The detection of gas-phase nickel in the coma of 2I/Borisov is in line with the recent identification of this atom—as well as iron—in the cold comae of Solar System comets17.
We observed 2I∕Borisov with the X-shooter spectrograph o f the Very Large Telescope at the European Southern Observatory (ESO) on 28, 30 and 31 January 2020 u t . At the time of the observations, the mean heliocentric and geocentric distances of the comet were 2.322 au and 2.064 au, respectively , an d  th e  m ean  heliocentric velocity w as +19.16 km  s-1. X-shooter is a  medium-spectral resolution instrument that simultaneously covers the spectral range between 3,000 A and 2.5 μm , dividedin to three arm s: near-ultraviolet and visible blue (UVB), visible, and near-infrared. However, fo r the present analysis we use only the UVBdata. The UVB arm was configured to  provide a spectral resolution o f4,100. The slit field  o f view was 1.3 ×  10.88 arcsec, b u t the length was trim m ed in the analysis to  the inner 10.24 arcsec with low and uniformnoise, corresponding to  1,950 × 15,300 km  at the com et distance. Forfurther details on the observations and data processing, see M ethods.A  portion o f the spectra presented in Fig. 1a, b  show nine emission lin es betw een 3,375 A  an d  3,625 A  th at are n o t associated w ith anyspecies that are routinely or less frequently detected in Solar Systemcom ets. The two brightest lines are clearly visible in co-added spectra— both processed and unprocessed—from  each night, and are invisible in equivalent spectra o f the sky background; this effectively eliminates the possibility o f confusion with a  background source or instrumentalartefacts.Although the region between 3,375 A  and 3,625 A  does not overlap w ith th e well known near-ultraviolet com etary em issions from  O H ,NH and C N  (all three were also detected in our full spectrum  from  theUVB arm; see Extended Data Fig. 1), it does encompass the wavelengths

of fainter emissions from  OH , NH and CN , as well as H2C O , S2, and the cometary ions C O +, C O 2+, N2+ and OH+, which have all been previously detected or sought in this spectral region in other com ets16,22-26. However, we identified no combination of these species that would matchthe nine lines that we detected. Furthermore, from  strong detections of OH at 309 nm, NH at 336 nm and CN  at 387 nm , and from non-detections o f C O + at 425 n m  and 427 n m , C O 2+ at 367 n m , and N2+ a t  391 n m  (all wavelengths correspond to the strongest bands o f these species in our full spectrum ), we conclude that these cometary species are undetectable in our data via the weaker emissions between 3,375 A and 3,625 A.We note that the detected nine lines are spatially com pact (Fig. 1a) and spectrally unresolved (Fig. 1b), which renders their appearance distinct from that of the routinely observed compounds, such as O H , NH and CN .W e recognize th e  detected lines as th e spectroscopic signatures o f atom ic nickel vapour, Ni i ,  which has previously been observed inthe spectrum of sungrazing com et C∕1965 S1 (Ikeya-Seki)18,19. To confirm  the identity, we created a model o f nickel fluorescence emission(see M ethods), which is dependent on the heliocentric distance and h eliocen tric velocity o f a  com et (the form er scaling th e  am oun t o f incom ing solar energy through the inverse-square law and the latter arising as a result o f the Swings effect27). A  m odel spectrum  com puted fo r th e ep och  o f our observations is  presented in F ig . 1c. The agreem ent with the observed spectrum o f 2I∕Borisov is very good, although minor differences exist and can be attributed to  several factors. O n  the observation side, these factors include the observation noise, minorfeatures in the baseline, and rather large spectral channels compared
1Astronom ical Observatory, Jagiellonian University, Kraków, Poland. 0 e-mail: piotr.guzik@ doctoral.uj.edu.pl; drahus@oa.uj.edu.pl
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Fig. 1 | Emission lines from gaseous atomic nickel in the near-UV spectrum of 
2I/Borisov. a, Portion of the co-added and calibrated 2D spectrum with the 
dust-continuum component removed (see Methods). b, Corresponding 1D 
spectrum (see Methods) with the identified nickel emission lines highlighted in 
red. c, Modelled spectrum of nickel fluorescence emission (see Methods), 
converted to air wavelengths28, and scaled to best match the two brightest lines.

to  the line spread function (the last factor vanishing in the comparison o f integrated line fluxes). The contributors on the m odel side are the limited accuracy o f the input transition parameters, limited resolution,

coverage and accuracy of the solar spectrum used, and solar variability. Sm all differences are therefore n ot unexpected. The m odel predicts th at n o  additional nickel lines will b e  detectable in  other regions o f the X-shooter spectrum  (Extended Data Fig. 1). In Table 1 we show the measured fluxes of the detected nickel lines, their wavelengths and classifications, and the com puted fluorescence efficiencies (see Methods).The detected em ission lines o f nickel were further explored using the standard two-generation Haser model29,30 (see M ethods). First, we attem pted to  retrieve the parent and daughter scalelengths (see Methods) from the spatial profile of the lines along the slit, presented in Fig. 2. The sensitivity o f spectral observations to  these parameters is generally lim ited by the observation noise, and is further constrained by the spatial resolution (on the short side) and the extent o f sam pled com a region (on the long side). This restricts the usefulness o f our data for such an analysis to  the scalelengths (reduced to  1 au from the Sun) rangin g from  about one hundred kilometres up to  a  few tens o f thousands o f kilometres. Figure 3a shows the results of the retrieval. It can be seen that the shorter scalelength reduced to  1 au from  the Sun is found at 170 km, corresponding to  920 km at the heliocentric distance o f com et 2I/Borisov. This value is  com parable to —b u t slightly greater than— the radial extent of the point spread function (PSF) in our data (see Methods), corresponding to  750 km at the geocentric distance o f the com et. The short scalelength is therefore reliably constrained by th e d ata. Conversely, the long scalelength is found at the upper limit o f the investigated space, implying that only its lower bound m ight be constrained by the data. To determine the allowable regimes of the two scalelengths, we ran a  M onte Carlo simulation (see M ethods), the result o f which is presented in F ig. 3b. Within one standard error, we found the shorter scalelength to  b e  con fin ed to  a  region  betw een 70 km  and 3 0 0  km , and the longer scalelength to  be m ore than 18,000 km , both reduced to  1 au . Assuming a  constant gas expansion velocity14 o f 0.5 km s-1 and a negligible daughter excess speed, we found the corresponding lifetimes to  b e  between 140 s and 6 0 0  s and m ore than 3 6 ,0 0 0  s , respectively (also at 1 au). A lthough the Haser m odel alone does n ot enable us to  distinguish which lifetim e belongs to  which generation, we can convincingly attribute the longer lifetim e to  nickel itself, consistent with its low photoionization rate31 o f 9.43 × 10-7 s-1,  equivalent to  a  lifetim e o f 1.06 × 106 s (both at 1 au from  the Sun).Finally, using the Haser model with the constrained scalelengths and the assumed gas velocity, and using the m odel o f nickel fluorescence em ission, we obtained from  th e m easured fluxes o f th e tw o brightest lines (see Table 1) a  nickel production rate o f 0.9  ± 0.3  × 1022 atom s per second (see M ethods). Nickel is therefore a  m inor constituent o f the com a of 2I/Borisov, with a relative abundance of 0.002% compared to  O H  and 0.3% com pared to  C N  at the tim e o f our observations (see M ethods). The uncertainty o f the production rate is estim ated from
Table 1 | Measured, modelled and laboratory data for the detected nickel lines

Laboratory air
wavelength (A)

Measured flux
(10-16 erg cm-2 s-1)

Modelled fluorescence 
efficiency at 1 aua (10-13 erg s-1)

Upper level Lower level

Configuration Term J Configuration Term J

3,392.983 0.29 ± 0.12 0.6547 3d9(2D)4p ° 3 3d9(2D)4 s 3D 3

3,414.764 1.44 ± 0.13 1.7834 3d9(2D)4p 3F° 4 3d9(2D)4 s 3D 3

3,446.259 0.48 ± 0.13 0.7963 3d9(2D)4p 3D° 2 3d9(2D)4 s 3D 2

3,458.460 0.42 ± 0.15 0.6772 3d9(2D)4p 3F° 2 3d9(2D)4 s 3D 1

3,461.652 0.88 ± 0.15 0.9196 3d8 (3F)4s4p(3P°) 5F° 4 3d9(2D)4 s 3D 3

3,492.956 0.56 ± 0.13 1.0223 3d9(2D)4p 3P° 1 3d9(2D)4 s 3D 2

3,515.052 0.51 ± 0.11 0.9423 3d9(2D)4p 3F° 3 3d9(2D)4 s 3D 2

3,524.536 1.34 ± 0.11 1.8276 3d9(2D)4p 3P° 2 3d9(2D)4 s 3D 3

3,619.391 0.44 ± 0.07 0.9349 3d9(2D)4p 1F° 3 3d9(2D)4 s 1D 2

aCalculated fo r the  heliocentric distance and heliocentric ve locity o f 2I/Borisov and reduced to  1 au  from  the Sun (see Methods). 
J,  to ta l e lectron ic angular-momentum quantum  number.
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Offset (arcsec)

Fig. 2 | Observed and modelled spatial profiles of nickel emission. The
observed profile (black) is an average from the profiles of the two brightest
lines. The modelled profile (red) was calculated using the standard
two-generation Haser model with the best-matching combination of the parent 
and daughter scalelengths (see Methods). The standard deviation of the 
modelled profile from the observed profile is equal to 3.6 × 10-18 erg s-1 cm-2 
arcsec-1. For reference, also shown is a two-generation Haser profile calculated 
with the canonical CN scalelengths32 (green) and a single-generation profile 
calculated with an infinite scalelength (blue). In the calculation of the modelled 
profiles we assumed the nominal extent of the PSF, equal to 1.0 arcsec (see 
Methods).

the errors o f the measured line fluxes and correlated uncertainties of the PSF and parent and daughter scalelengths (propagated from  the scatter in the M onte Carlo simulation), and it additionally accounts for an (assumed) 30% cumulative uncertainty o f absolute flux calibration, fluorescence efficiencies and gas velocity. As can be seen in Extended Data Fig. 2, the variation o f scalelengths and PSF within the allowable regim es has a sm all effect on  the determ ined nickel production rate (see M ethods).Nickel is supplied in  th e Universe by exp lodin g white dw arfs and exploding massive stars, with relative contributions o f 71% and 29%, respectively33.  Solid nickel is a major constituent of interplanetary matter, and is the second m ost abundant chem ical elem ent incorporated in iron meteorites in the form  o f FeNi alloys34.  Measurements o f metal ions in the upper atm osphere after m eteor showers, obtained using a rocket-borne ion mass spectrom eter, showed that the abundances of m etal ions—including Ni—in m eteors are com patible with the abundances in chondrite meteorites35.  Very similar metal abundances were reported from  the in situ  analysis o f dust around com et 1P/Halley36. FeNi alloys, as well as iron-nickel sulfides, were also present in allsam ples o f com etary dust collected during the Stardust m ission to  com et 81P/Wild37,38.Although solid-phase nickel is widespread, observation o f the gaseous form  o f nickel (and other m etals) has been lim ited to  h o t environm ents. Notably, em issions from  neutral nickel vapour and other gaseous m etals were detected in com et C/1965 S1 (Ikeya-Seki) at heliocentric distances o f approxim ately 3 0  and approxim ately 13 solar radii18,19.  Several years later some faint, transient emission features that were attributed to  nickel and silicon ions were observed in the solar corona shortly after the possible collision of comet C/1979 Q1 (Solwind) with the Sun39.  M ore recently, an iron tail was indirectly identified in

Fig. 3 | Haser scalelengths of the observed nickel emission. a, Map of the 
standard deviation of the model fits from the observed profile in Fig. 2, 
computed for the nominal extent of the PSF, equal to 1.0 arcsec (see Methods).
The linear colour scale shows the quantity σdlsp = ((σ -  σmln)∕(σ -  σmax))ζ  where σ is 
the mapped standard deviation of the fit and γ = 0.2 was chosen empirically. 
b, Map of the solutions resulting from 3,000 Monte Carlo simulations, 
constructed from the observation noise for the minimum, nominal and 
maximum extents of the PSF, equal to 0.65 (blue), 1.0 (red) and 1.5 (green) 
arcsec, respectively (see Methods). The scatter within each PSF group shows 
the effect of the observation noise, whereas the spread of the groups illustrates 
the influence of atmospheric seeing. In both panels, the nominal solutions are 
indicated by the star symbols.

com et C ∕2 0 0 6  P1 (M cNaught) at a  heliocentric distance o f less than 40 solar radii20.  Gaseous metals were also detected in hot environments around other stars. They are observed in the atm ospheres o f ultrahot Jupiters40,41 at equilibrium temperatures greater than 2,000 K, including a recent detection of atom ic nickel vapour at WASP-121b41.  Evaporation o f numerous large exocom ets is regarded as the m ost plausible explanation for the strongly variable m etal absorption lines observed in the β  Pic debris disk21,  with a measured Fe i  gas tem perature21 o f around 1,300 K . Disintegrating minor bodies are also thought to  be the source o f m etal pollution in white dwarf atm ospheres42,43.In this context, the detection of gaseous nickel at an interstellar comet travelling through the cold outskirts of the terrestrial planet region, at a distance o f m ore than 2 au  from  the Sun , is an unexpected finding. O n  the basis o f observations o f sungrazing and sunskirting com ets, th e equilibrium  tem perature n eeded fo r rocky dust to  sublim ate isgreater than 70 0  K; this is h igh  com pared to  the 180 K  equilibrium
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Articletem peratureof 2I/Borisov at the tim e o f our observations (see M ethods). Even th e subsolar equilibrium  tem perature o f 260 K—which is consistent with the maximum nucleus temperature from  realistic therm al modelling44—is m uch to o  low. In the absence o f known non-solar high-tem perature heat sources that are strong enough to  cause dust sublim ation at large heliocentric distances, and given the detected Haser scalelength o f th e nickel-containing parent, unbound nickel atom s seem  to  originate from  the photodissociation o f a  short-lived nickel-containing m olecule that sublimates at low temperatures or is otherwise released with m ajor volatile com pounds.Until recently, atom ic nickel has not been detected in the cold comae of Solar System com ets. Notably, nickel was not detected by the Rosetta spacecraft at com et 67P∕Churyum ov-Gerasim enko in any form , andno heavy elem ent was observed in the gas phase, despite the smaller heliocentric distance45 o f 1.5 au . However, an independent study has shown that gaseous nickel (and iron) is indeed present in native Solar System  com ets up to  large heliocentric distances, but has been overlooked in previous studies17.  The sim ultaneous identification o f  this species in the cold  com ae o f both 2I∕Borisov and local com ets shows th at they have even m ore sim ilarities than was previously th o u ght, an d  stren gthen s th e  affin ity  betw een th e  unknow n b irth p lace o f 2I∕Borisov and our own Solar System . However, whether analogues o f Solar System  m inor bodies are widespread throughout the Galaxy is yet to  be seen; although 2I∕Borisov is markedly similar to  Solar Systemcom ets, the only previous known interstellar visitor, 1I∕'Oum uamua,was quite different3-6.  New discoveries of interstellar minor bodies are exp ected  at an increased rate after th e com m encem ent o f th e Vera C . Rubin Legacy Survey o f Space and Time46,  which m ight help us to  answer this question.
Online contentAny m ethods, additional references, Nature Research reporting summ aries, sou rce d a ta , extended d a ta , supplem entary in form ation , acknowledgements, peer review information; details o f author contributions and competing interests; and statements of data and code availability are available at https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-021-03485-4.
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Methods
Additional details of the observationsAs part o f our custom  calibration plan , we secured accurate absolute flu x  calibration  by ob serv in g , o n  ea ch  n ig h t, spectrophotom etric standard stars H D  111980 and H D  115169. The form er was observed before the com et at a  higher airmass and the latter after the com et at a  lower airm ass. Because o f the extended nature o f our target and the rather lim ited slit length, our nightly routine also included frequent integrations o f the sky background at o ffset positions (10.0 arcm in on the first night and 5.0 arcm in on the follow ing tw o nights). O n  the first night we took 400-s integrations and obtained 13 individual spectra o f 2I/Borisov (O) and 6  spectra o f th e sky background (S) in  th e sequence O S O O S O , whereas o n  the second and third nights we took 240-s integrations, obtaining o n  each night 18 spectra o f 2I/Borisov and 9  spectra o f  the sky background in the sequence O O S . A ll spectra were taken w ith the slit aligned with parallactic an gle . Exposures o f arc-lam ps and flat-fields were also obtained as part o f the X-shooter default calibration plan.The target airmass was in the range 1.14-1.45 and the mean zenithal size o f the seeing disk at 500 nm was equal to  0.76 arcsec in full widthat half m axim um  (FWHM), extracted from  the seeing measurements recorded at the start and end o f the exposures. To determine the extent o f  the PSF applicable to  our com bined spectrum  at th e wavelengths o f  nickel em ission, we scaled the recorded seeing values for airmass an d  w avelength using th e canon ical pow er laws w ith exp onents o f +0.6 and -0 .2 , respectively. The resulting effective seeing was equal to  0.92 arcsec, suggesting that the overall extent o f the PSF (atmospheric and instrumental) was close to  1.0 arcsec, and was certainly within therange o f 0.65 and 1.5 arcsec.
Data processingAll spectra were first processed using the ESO Reflex pipeline47 to  merge the orders, calibrate the wavelength (using arc-lamp spectra), correct for the flat-field (using flat-field integrations) and subtract inter-order background. We then cleaned th e spectra o f cosm ic rays and other m inor artefacts, fillin g them  w ith th e interpolated neighbourhoodvalues.Visual inspection of the individual integrations o f 2I/Borisov showed four spectra in which the com et was out o f the slit and five spectra in which th e com et's signal was contam inated by background objects (cross-checked in Sloan D igital Sky Survey's im ages). These spectra were rem oved from  further analysis. As an  auxiliary procedure, the2D spectra o f the com et and sky background were summed along thespectral dim ension to  reveal faint background o b jects , w hich werethen com pletely masked.In each 2D sky spectrum , the signal along the spatial dimension was median-combined to  produce a 1D version o f the spectrum . Pairs of the 1D sky spectra bracketing integrations o f the com et were then linearly interpolated to the middle time of the com et spectrum, and the result of this procedure was subtracted from every row of the comet's spectrum, effectively removing the sky-emission com ponent. The resulting spectra were then flux-calibrated using observed and reference54 spectra o f two flux standard stars (see M ethods section ‘Additional details of the observations'). The reference spectra were recalculated to  air wave- lengths28 and the observed spectra (natively in the air reference frame) were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel to  m atch the spectral resolution and sam pling o f the reference spectra. This procedure enabled us toretrieve the extinction curve and instrumental response function for each night.Repeating the previously described auxiliary procedure, we summed the sky-subtracted and flux-calibrated spectra o f 2I/Borisov along thespectral dimension (wavelength range 3 ,600.0-5 ,400.0  A) to  find thebrightness peak of the com a. This enabled us to  vertically shift and average the individual 2D spectra. The resulting merged 2D spectrum had

increased noise in the rows close to  the edges o f the spatial dimension; therefore, for the analysis we extracted the central part (64 pixels long;equivalent to  10.24 arcsec or 15,300 km at the com et). Subsequently,we sum m ed this spectrum  along the spatial dim ension to  create a 1D high signal-to-noise ratio w avelength-calibrated and flux-calibratedspectrum that was free o f atm ospheric emissions.To rem ove th e  d u st-co n tin u u m  co m p o n e n t, w e se le cte d  tw o em ission-free regions (4 ,3 9 0 .0 -4 ,5 0 0 .0  A  and 5 ,2 0 0 .0 -5 ,3 2 0 .0  A) and least-square-fitted the spectrum o f the Sun with an unrestricted linear spectral slope. For this procedure, we used a high-spectral-resolution solar irradiance atlas48,  w hich we recalculated to  air wavelengths28,  Doppler-shifted to  account for the heliocentic and geocentric velocities o f the com et, and sm oothed with a  Gaussian kernel to  m atch the spectral resolution and sam pling o f  our data. The fit was then subtracted from  the 1D spectrum o f 2I/Borisov to  produce the final spectrum thatwas used for the analysis.
Spectral line measurementsThe line fluxes were consistently measured in 2-A wavelength intervals(centred to  a fraction o f a spectral channel to  maximize the recordedflux), and the noise was estimated from  the nearest emission-free intervals to  the left and right with a 5-A width. The width o f the flux intervalwas chosen as a  com prom ise between the need to  enclose the entire flux and cut out the unwanted noise. Thus, the actual signal-to-noiseratios o f the detections might be higher.
Nickel fluorescenceTo co m p u te  th e  fluorescen ce sp ectrum  o f  n ick e l, w e first solved statistical-equilibrium  equations for 133 energy levels participating in 464 transitions listed in the Atomic Spectra Database o f the National Institute o f Standards and Technology (NIST)49.  The equations balance the fluorescence absorption and em ission, and can be written for eachenergy level i  in the form :

∑ Φur u1 + ∑ ΦRii = 4  ∑ Riu + ∑ R  ∣, (1)
u >i l<i ∖ u>i l<i Jwhere φi is the fractional population o f the ith energy level, Rlu is thepum ping rate between the lower level l  and the upper level u ,  and Rul isthe decay rate between these levels. The pum ping and decay rates are defined through the Einstein coefficients for spontaneous emission 

Aul,  prom pt emission Bul,  and absorption Blu:
(2)

(3)

where h  -  6.62607015 × 10-34 J s is the Planck constant, c  -  2.99792458 × 108 m  s-1 is the speed o f light, λul is the transition wavelength, wu and wl arethe statistical weights o f  the upper and lower energy levels, and ∙7θ(Λ)is the wavelength-dependent solar energy flux density (energy per unittim e, unit surface area, and unit wavelength). <7φ(λ ) can be calculatedfrom  th e solar irradiance spectrum  (that is , energy flu x  density at 1 au  fro m  th e Sun) by scaling w ith th e inverse square o f heliocentric d ista n ce . N o te  th at th e  right-han d sides o f th e  last tw o eq uationswere obtained by substituting the known relations between Einsteinco e fficien ts. The Einstein co e fficien t fo r spontaneous em ission Aulwas taken from the NIST data. From the provided error flags we conclud e that th e errors o f A ul o f th e nine detected lines o f nickel range between ≤18% and ≤25%. Moreover, in the com putation o f the absorptio n  and prom p t em ission rates we used solar irradiance data from  tw o sources: fo r th e vacuum  w avelength range 2 ,9 9 0 .0 -1 0 ,0 0 0 .0  A
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Articlewe used th e high-resolution solar atlas48 obtained with the spectral resolution  o f  5 0 0 ,0 0 0  an d  natively available in  th e  v acuum  reference fram e (the sam e that we used for th e dust continuum  subtraction; see earlier in M ethods); and for the range 2 ,0 0 0 .6 -2 ,9 9 0 .0  A we used 0.1-A data55, which we converted to vacuum wavelengths28.O u tsid e  th e  co m b in e d  w avelength ran ge o f  th ese tw o sou rces we assum ed zero solar irradiance; this assum ption affected only seven transitions and had a  n egligible effect o n  the result o f th e com putatio n . The com p osite solar irradiance spectrum  was th en  scaled by th e inverse square o f heliocentric d istance , and Doppler-shifted in accordance with the com et's heliocentric velocity to  account for the Swings effect27.  The resulting set o f equations is linearly dependent, but the dependence is removed after replacing on e (any) o f the equations with a  norm alization condition:
∑ φi = 1∙ (4)
i

T h e se t was so lv ed  w ith th e  lo w er-u p p er (LU) d e co m p o sitio n  m ethod. As a result o f this com putation, we obtained fractional levelpopulations φj for each o f the 133 considered energy levels, and thenobtained the fluorescence efficiencies gul for the 464 considered transitions using:
hc

gu i = ∙ (5)
ul

The fluorescence efficiency is conventionally reduced to 1 au fromth e Sun , obtained by scaling with th e inverse square o f  heliocentricdistance.T he m o d e l was tested  again st th e  spectrum  o f co m e t C/1965 S1 (Ikeya-Seki) and provided an excellent fit  to  the spectrum  taken at a heliocentric distance o f approximately 30 solar radii18.  A  fit to  the spectrum  taken at around 13 solar radii19,  although still reasonable, is notas good, but is consistent with saturation effects o f the photographicplate, and possibly affected by additional excitation and de-populationm echanisms that operate at the boundary o f the solar corona.
Haser modelThe density distribution o f neutral species in the cometary com a is conventionally described by the Haser m odel29,30,50.  We used the standardtwo-generation version, in which isotropically ejected first-generation‘parent' species travel radially outwards and progressively decay, giving birth to  second-generation ‘daughter' species that continue alongthe same lines at the same speed, also progressively decaying. In this simple scenario, the number o f daughter species dnd contained in an infinitesimal volume dV  is:

dnd(r) = - ≤ 2— p - ( e - r /pp - e - r /Pd)dV, (6)
d  4πr 2v ρ p- ρd

where r is the nucleocentric distance, Q  and v  are the production rateand speed of the species (the same for both generations in the assumed scenario), and ρp and ρd are the parent and daughter scalelengths; theircorresponding lifetimes are τ =p/v . For equal p p and p d the above equation becom es:
(7)

where p =  pp =  pd is th e com m on scalelength. Integration o f dn d over infinite volume gives the total number o f daughter species in the coma:
(8)

N o te th at th e  sh ap e o f th e d aughter density distribution  depends so le ly  o n  th e  tw o  sca le le n g th s an d  c a n  b e  co n ve n ie n tly  traced  through the fraction o f daughter species contained in an infinitesimalvolume dV :
dfd(r) = dnd (r) = 1 2 1 (e- r/ pp - e - r/pd)dV, (9)

d  nd 4πr 2  pp- pd (9)

which becom es:
1 rdfd (r)= 1 2 r2(e- r/p)dV, (10)

d 4πr 2 p2

for equal pp and pd scalelengths. Integration o f dfd over infinite volume obviously returns the normalization condition fd = 1. It can be readilyseen that the fraction o f species dfd is invariant under the interchangeo f pp and pd,  m aking it im possible to  attribute the scalelengths to  thegenerations on the basis o f the shape o f the density profile alone. Them odel becom es indefinite if both scalelengths are equal to  zero; however, if  on ly on e scalelength is equal to  zero , it  becom es effectivelyreduced to  the simpler single-generation version.Although the Haser m odel ignores the additional isotropic velocity gained by the daughter species at creation, it can still produce realistic daughter density profiles and production  rates, albeit w ith alteredscalelengths and speed to  compensate for the missing parameter30,51.  Likewise, the implicated equality o f  the parent and daughter production rates is often poorly realized, as most parent species have multiple decay branches and m ost daughter species can be created via multiple avenues. However, th e tw o production rates m ay still b e  calculated from  one another if  the parent-daughter photochem ical path is well characterized in term s o f the parent decay ratio and daughter origin ratio. In the calculation of nickel production rate we assumed that nickel originated from  a  single parent, b u t refrained from  associating thisproduction rate with the parent due to  the unknown branching ratios o f the parent.T h e lifetim e o f th e  species changes w ith th e square o f  h eliocen tric d istance , an d  it  is also  depen den t o n  th e  level o f  solar activity. It is norm ally  giv en  a t a  stan dard h elio cen tric d ista n ce o f  1 a u  to  facilitate com parisons between species and com ets. The scalelengthchanges in the same way if the species velocity is set constant. In thisw ork w e u sed  th e  standard scalin g w ith th e  square o f heliocen tricdistance.
Haser scalelengthsTo retrieve the two Haser scalelengths from  our data, we generated aset o f 9,801 synthetic Haser profiles along the slit length with different com binations o f scalelengths and com pared these profiles against the observed spatial profile (Fig. 2) in search o f  the best m atch. Each syn thetic profile was calculated o n  a  grid  em ulating th e 1.3 ×  10.24 arcsec (1,950 × 15,300 km) trimmed slit and consisting o f 45 × 320 cells, oversampling the actual number o f C C D  pixels along the slit by a factor o f 5. First, we integrated the fractions o f  the daughter species d fd along the line o f sight using our in-house adaptive step-size integrator with error control. N ext, the integrated fractions were convolved with the PSF approxim ated by a  sym m etric two-dimensional Gaussian with FW HM equal to  1.0 arcsec (see M ethods section ‘Additional details o f the observations'). Finally, we binned the grid cells using a 45 × 5 bin size, which resulted in a one-dim ensional synthetic profile alo n g th e slit sam pled at 64 equally spaced p oin ts, con sisten t with the observed spatial profile. N ote that the fractions d fd were consistently calculated with the com et nucleus offset from  the slit centre by -0 .0 8 3  arcsec (-0 .52 pixels) along the slit length, consistent with theoffset o f the observed profile (determ ined from  the best m atch o f a single-generation infinite-lifetime density profile with an unrestrictedoffset along the slit). The entire set o f synthetic profiles was based on
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121 parent scalelengths equally spaced along a linear scale between 0  and 1,200 km , and 81 daughter scalelengths equally spaced along a logarithm ic (base o f 10) scale between 102.5 and 106.5 km , both  at 1 au from  the Sun. Every profile from  the set was individually scaled to  best m atch the observed profile by minimizing the sum  o f squared residuals. As a  result o f this procedure, we could construct a m ap of standard deviation (Fig. 3a) and therein find the best solution.
Monte Carlo simulationsWe used a Monte Carlo method to  simulate the effect of the observation noise and seeing uncertainty on the determined Haser scalelengths and the production rate. The simulations were generated and analysed in three groups corresponding to  the PSF FWHMs o f 0.65, 1.0 and 1.5 arc- sec , which we considered to  b e , respectively, the m inim um , the nom inal, and the m aximum values applicable to  our com bined spectrum  of nickel (see M ethods section ‘Additional details o f the observations'). Each group consisted o f 1,000 clones o f the observed spatial profile along the slit length. The clones were generated from the best-matching synthetic Haser profile (with a group-specific PSF) by superimposing random  realizations o f noise. We assum ed normally distributed noise with a  constant standard deviation calculated as the root-mean-square deviation o f the best-matching profile from  the observed one. As with th e original search fo r th e Haser scalelengths, the clones from  each group were linked with the best-matching combinations of scalelengths identified in a  set o f 9,801 synthetic Haser profiles with a  com patible PSF, and used fo r th e determ ination o f  a corresponding production rate. For details of the Haser profile com putation see M ethods section ‘Haser scalelengths'.
Production rateThe production rate can  be easily deduced from  th e observed em ission. Assuming an optically thin regim e, the measured energy flux F is simply the energy rate of a single emitter gul,  known as the fluorescence efficien cy  o r ‘g-factor' (see M eth od s section  ‘N ickel fluorescence') m ultiplied by th e num ber o f em itters visible in  th e slit an d  divided by th e area o f  a  spherical surface at th e  distance o f th e observer Δ . Thus,

(11)

where n* = n f * ,  and the asterisk indicates th at the quantities were calculated upon integration over the slit, to  distinguish from  thecorresponding quantities calculated with infinite integration lim its, introduced earlier in Methods section ‘Haser model'. By further assumin g the Haser density distribution and substituting equation (8), we obtain:
(12)

Note that the last two equations hold for species o f any generation.
Reference production rates of OH and CNTo facilitate a  com parison o f th e production rate o f nickel with thato f com m on com etary species in 2I/Borisov, we calculated the production rates o f O H  and C N , which are both robustly detected in ourdata (see Extended D ata F ig . 1). The flux  o f O H  was m easured to  be 4.6 ± 0.9 × 10-15 erg s-1 cm-2 (integrated between 3,070.0 A and 3,110.0 A)and the flux o f CN  was equal to  3.73 ± 0.02 × 10-15 erg s-1 cm-2 (integrated between 3,850.0 A and 3,885.0 A). These fluxes imply O H  and CN  production rates of 3.6 × 1026 molecules per second and 2.5 × 1024 molecules per second, respectively, calculated using the standard two-generation Haser m odel (see M ethods section ‘Haser m odel') with the canonical parameters32 and using the fluorescence efficiencies o f 5.0 × 10-15 erg s-1

and 3.65 × 10-13 erg s-1,  respectively, both applicable to  our observing geom etry52,53.  N ote that in this calculation we used a  higher species' speed o f 1 km  s-1 (compared to  0.5 km s-1 used for nickel); this reflects the excess speed that O H  and CN  gain at creation (see M ethods section ‘Haser model'). The excess speed o f nickel is unfortunately unknown, and as such it was n eglected. A detailed study o f these and other com m on species in th e com a o f 2I/Borisov, based on the X-shooter data, will be presented in a  separate work.
Equilibrium temperatureThe equilibrium temperature is the temperature that equilibrates the incom ing and outgoing energy. The average equilibrium temperature 
Tav o f a  rotating spherical body orbiting the Sun is given by:

(13)

where σ  = 5.670374419 × 10-8 W m -2 K-4 is the Stefan-Boltzm ann con stant, L@ = 3.828 × 1026 W is the solar luminosity,A  is the Bond albedo and
R  is the heliocentric distance. The maximum equilibrium temperature is reached at the subsolar point. In the extreme case of the rotation axis directed to  the Sun (or a non-rotating body), the subsolar equilibrium tem perature Tss becom es:

Tss= 2 Tav. (14)

In the calculation o f the equilibrium temperatures o f 2I/Borisov, we implicitly assumed a typical cometary albedo of A = 0 .04 . Note that the result is weakly dependent on the albedo as long as A  ≪ 1.
Data availabilityThe X-shooter raw data are available in the E SO  archive at https://archive.eso.org.  Source data are provided with this paper.
Code availabilityThe EsoReflex pipeline is  available from  th e E SO  w ebsite at https://www.eso.org/sci/software/esoreflex/.  A ll cu stom  codes are directim plem entations o f standard m ethods and techniques, described in detail in M ethods.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Complete spectrum of comet 2I/Borisov from
X-shooter UVB arm. a, Flux-calibrated spectrum with fitted dust continuum
(see Methods). b, Same as a but with the dust-continuum component removed.

Major emission features are labelled. c, Modelled spectrum of nickel
fluorescence emission (see Methods) scaled to best match the two brightest 
lines.
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Article

Extended Data Fig. 2 | Distribution of Monte Carlo-simulated production
rates. The distribution was constructed from the production rates
corresponding to the results of the Monte Carlo simulation in Fig. 3b
(see Methods). Results are presented in three groups according to the assumed 
PSF equal to 0.65 (blue), 1.0 (red) and 1.5 (green) arcsec.
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